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Welcome to moreytown

From WikiFur, the hairy encyclopedia. Welcome to Moreytown is a text-based adventure game available on iOS, Android, Steam and web by S. Andrew Swann, and is set in the world of its Moreau series. It happens in a ghetto town somewhere in the United States in the late 21st century. It presents a universe in which human-animal hybrids (Moreaus or
Moreys) - an effect of genetic engineering for past war efforts - and humans (Roses) do not like each other, albeit with exceptions. The player can choose the character name, race and even breeding place - the latter limited in case of certain subspecies. External link I was looking for a good game of anthro and Moreytown caught my attention, is it worth
playing or not? Community Leader &amp; Prophet Achievements? Any help with how to obtain 'Community Leader' and/or 'Prophet' I will be very grateful; Thank you! Oct 18, 2018 @ 9:08pm General Discussions Mr. Prepper is about to be prepared. You know something is wrong, the risk of nuclear war is in the air and you need to be prepared for what's to
come. They promised freedom, but dealing with their paranoid government is just another day in this survival creation game; - Build an underground shelter - Craft machines that can keep you alive; farms, greenhouses, tools, vehicles etc. - Negotiate with neighbors, give them what they need, get what is useful for you - Make a plan, you need to leave this
country - Beware of the secret police, they do not want you to be prepared, they want you to stay in your control Mr. Prepper is the guy who lives in a country that was once the land of freedom, but step by step your government changed everything. If you do not obbey - you dissapear. Be as they want you to be or leave. Our hero has decided to owe him to
come out of this illusion of life. The only way he can hide his plans and things is to build an underground shelter and build a machine to help him get across the border. But he will need materials, so rare materials in this world - help him get them, help him escape without being discovered. Start your review of Welcome to Moreytown this was really a lot of fun
to play. I was interested enough to try more than once to see how making some different decisions from the start could lead to different finals. also, I was really interested in trying to get good results for my characters. he has words. Disappointed. furries should not have to read to play Page 2 Includes 134 items: Heroes Rise: The Prodigy, Heroes Rise: The
Hero Project, Heroes Rise: The Hero Project - Warning System, Heroes Rise: The Hero Project - Legend Guide, Heroes Rise: The Prodigy - Perfect Legend Guide, Heroes Rise: HeroFall, Heroes Rise: HeroFall - System Warning, Heroes Rise: HeroFall - Perfect Legend Guide, Heroes Rise: HeroFall - Ad Space, Choice of the Deathless, Ace, Thieves's
Gambit: Curse of the Black Cat, Choice of Robots, Psy High, SLAMMED!, The Hero of Kendrickstone, Choice of the the Trono, Visionário de Hollywood, Campeão dos Deuses, VERSUS: Os Perdidos, VERSUS: Os Perdidos - Dicas de Pássaro Desgastado, Um Uso Sábio do Tempo, Guerra de Classificações, Sem Morte: A Sede da Cidade, Diabólica,
Pendragon Rising, Escolha de Kung Fu, MetaHuman Inc., The ORPHEUS Ruse, Detetive da Sexta Série, A Ousada Expedição Sereia, O Projeto Herói: Temporada da Redenção, O Projeto Herói: Temporada de Redenção - MeChip Warning System , It's Killing , O Mar Eterno, Escolha de Alexandria, Escolha do Pirata, Assuntos da Corte: Escolha do
Romance, Assuntos da Corte: Escolha do Romance - Peça como consorte, Assuntos da Corte: Escolha do Romance - Uma Criança Mago da Vida, Assuntos da Corte: Escolha do Romance - Morte à Princesa, Uma Noite de Verão Escolha, Feitiçaria é para Saps, Congressista, Saga do Vento do Norte , Empyrean, Concerto cannonfire, VERSUS: The Elite
Trials, VERSUS: The Elite Trials - WorningBird Hints, The Eagle's Heir, A Midsummer Night's Choice - Commentary Track, Welcome to Moreytown, Neighborhood Necromancer, Creatures as We, Demon Mark: A Russian Saga, Avatar Of The Wolf, The Fleet, Choice of the Star Captain, Reckless Space Pirates, Choice of Zombies, Choice of Zombies - Delta
Force Operator, The Hero Unmasked! , Trials of the Thief-Taker, Grand Academy for Future Villains, Choice of the Cat, The Last Monster Master, The Superlatives: Aetherfall, Choice of Broadsides, Heart of the House, Choice of Rebels: Uprising, NOLA is Burning, Choice of the Rock Star, Choice of the Ninja, Broadway: 1849, Tally Ho, T-Rex Time Machine,
The Treasure Seekers of Lady Luck, To the City of the Clouds , Oficial de Condicional de Yeti, Confronto em Willow Creek, For Rent: Haunted House, The Cryptkeepers of Hallowford, Choice of the Vampire, Choice of the Vampire: The Fall of Memphis, Undercover Agent, The Fielder's Choice, The Hero Project: Open Season, The Hero Project: Open
Season - MeChip Warning System 9.0, The Hero Project: Open Season - Prodigal's Database for Powereds, Silverworld, The Road to Canterbury , Rent-a Vice-Vice- , Eu, Cyborg, Lobisomens: Haven Rising, Blood Money, Choice of Magics, DinoKnights, Escolha de Broadsides: HMS Foraker, The Mysteries of Baroque, The Martian Job, Gilded Rails,
Stronghold: A Hero's Fate, Weyrwood, Death Collector, 7th Sea: A Pirate's Pact, Tower Behind the Moon, Chronicon Apocalyptica, Drag Star!, Choice of the Dragon, The Superlatives: Shattered Worlds, Exile of the Gods, Fog of War : The Battle for Cerberus , Pon Pará e o Grande Labirinto do Sul, Pon Pará e o Grande Labirinto do Sul - Amor e Sombras,
Tolo!, Corrida de Asteroides: Sem Perguntas, Heróis do Mito, Psy High 2: Alto Verão, Espada do Caçador, A Névoa Sabe Seu Nome, Grande Academia II: Ataque da Sequência, Creme de la Creme, The Magician's Workshop, A Serviço da Sra. Claus , Uma Odisseia : Ecos da Guerra, Piratas do Céu de Actorius, Zip! Speedster of Valiant City, Ironheart,
Blackstone Academy for the Magical Arts, Mask of the Plague Doctor, A Tale, Light Light Apart, 180 Archives: The Aegis Project, Werewolves 2: Pack Mentality Introduction: A cyberpunk, biopunk noir fiction, Welcome to Moreytown is an interactive novel written by S. Andrew Swann and promoted by Choice of Games. The story takes place in a fictional city
located somewhere in the United States, near the end of the 21st century after a global war (presumably World War 3) ended for a few decades. This neglected slum, which is a Moreytown (a satire on Chinatown?), is populated by genetically modified, knowable and anthropomorphic non-human animals called moreau(s) (after Dr. Moreau's classic science
fiction novel Entitled Doctor Moreau's Island), or morey(s) in slang. The moreaus were created and used by humans from different nations to fight the aforementioned global war for them. The moreaus, numbering millions, suffered abuse sandands in laboratories and battlefields around the world. Most migrated to the United States from all other parts of the
world as refugees because it was the first nation in the world to give, and still gives, moreaus rights and protection in addition to prohibiting the practice of genetic engineering of more knowable non-human animals even before the end of the global war. However, as human beings and male-dominated societies are generally prejudiced against these non-
humans, the moreaus all gathered and settled in the many slums or ghettos across the nation, separated and with few interactions with humanity. Gameplay: In this interactive fiction, the player plays as a moreau who lives in a Moreytown somewhere in the United States. There are many species to choose from, but usually it is all mammal species that can
be categorized into four classes; rodents, canines, felines and ursines. The player can also choose their gender as well as their sexual preference (or lack thereof). (Note that regardless of the player's sexual preference, this will not prevent some characters that are not in the player's sexual interest from trying to flirt with the player if the player manages to
make them like the player enough. Similarly, choosing to be asexual will not prevent these characters from trying to flirt with the player as well if they like the player enough. And all this will not prevent the player from choosing to flirt back if the player wants to.) Life in Moreytown has never been easy. But after the player lost his apartment to a fire, things get
more and more interesting. Mostly dangerously. It is up to the player to try to stay alive in all trials and maybe return to living a normal life again, or perhaps gain prominence in their city/slum using intelligence and skills. The player can choose to fight the police force or work with them to end a dangerous cult. Or maybe work with a local gang or take the
gang to end that dangerous cult. Or even take over the cult and run it as their new leader. Whatever choices the player makes, the player can influence the of the immediate future of the human-moreau relationship, whether for better or for worse. Characters:  The protagonist (i.e. the player): A moreau who lives in a crowded and gang-filled apartment
building called Essex Arms. Live a hard and uninteresting life in Moreytown until the Essex Guns rise in a fire. Supporting characters: • Kris Westbrook: A human reporter as well as journalist who appears to be pro-moreau. Be it a man or a woman, depending on the player's sexual preference (and always the opposite sex to the player if the player chooses to
be pansexual or asexual). A potential boyfriend/girlfriend or lover. • David Turay: A male cheetah of Central African origin who runs a charity at the East Side Unity Centre. Kind and generous. Your biggest dream is to unite humans and moreaus and make the world a better place for everyone. A potential boyfriend or lover, regardless of the player's sex and
sexual preference (or lack thereof). • Detective Leonard Toomy: A human detective investigating crimes and gang activity in Moreytown's player, who happened to be part of their precincts. He's very influential within the police forces. The player can choose to be your ally, or be your enemy. The Running Dogs: A gang of violent brunettes residing in
Moreytown from the player who declare the city/slum as their territory. They see the Damned Saints as their rival gang that is instilling their territory. • Lucy Zhukov: A large and domineering wolf moreau of Russian origin. She's the gang leader or Alpha of the Running Dogs. At one point, she has her gang kidnapped the player and demands that the player
work as her spy by infiltrating her rival gang, the DamnSaints. If she likes the player enough, she will try to flirt and have sex with the player, regardless of the player's sex and sexual preference (or lack thereof). If she doesn't like the player, she will hurt kris or David (depending on who is closest to the player) before deciding to eliminate the player if the
player disobeys their demand. • Tiny: A very large male bear moreau. A member of the Dogs Running gang. • Mary: A crazy fox moreau. A member of the Dogs Running gang. • Sergei: A male wolf moreau. A member of the Dogs Running gang. The Damned Saints: Another local gang in the player's Moreytown. Originally a street gang similar to Running
Dogs, but has since turned into a cult that harbors strong hatred for humanity. Always looking for more converts. Followers are drug dealers as well as drug users who create and name spirit, and revere (to the point of worshipping) their leader whom they call the Enlightened. • Francesca: A delirious brunette bunny of Peruvian origin. A cultured member of
the Damn Saints gang. She is responsible for the essex arms fire and also for destroying the East Side Unit Centre with a bomb where she is killed. The Trio of Mice: A trio of nameless, nameless, rat moreaus. They are cult members of the Cursed Saints gang who are trying to convert more and more and more more brunettes into their peaceful preaching
cult. The three of them are always seen together. • The Illuminated: An unnamed male mixed moreau feline. Notable for its solid white skin and pale blue eyes. He is the leader of the Damned Saints gang who appears to be manipulating and exploiting his gang members/cult followers to advance his anti-human agenda. • Slug: An obese male capybara
moreau. A member of the Damn Saints gang. • Fang: A female wolf writhing moreau of Afghan origin. A member of the Damn Saints gang. • A canine guard: an unnamed male moreau dog of unspecified breed of unknown Asian origin. A member of the Gang of the Damned Saints who works as a guard near the entrance of the site of the Enlightenment
Meeting of the Cursed Saints. The more the player stands out as a character, the more easily he recognizes the player as what is (more or less) responsible for Francesca's death, and he will assault the player for it. Other characters: • Mr. Francis: A human man who works as a manager of a grocery store called Naturefoods in Moreytown's player, where the
player was employed. He informs the player that the player is fired from work shortly after the player has lost his home to the apartment fire. • Police officers: Also called police officers. They are all human and they tend to suspect all the moreaus they encounter. They appear during the Essex Arms fire, the explosion of the East Side Unity Center and the
attack on the Enlightenment Meeting of the Condemned Saints, and work as a security force at David Turay's Rally for Peace. Personal review: I absolutely love this short interactive novel. The story is well written, the characters are well developed, and the main protagonist is very relatable. Despite the tension and dangers in most of the story, there are
funny elements as well as some unexpectedly hilarious moments (depending on the choices you make), especially where the gang/cult of the Damned Saints is involved. It has a wide range of options for the player to choose from, which all lead to many different results and finals. For me, it's one of the best games of choice your own adventure I've ever
played. It has some bugs and typos, but was only released earlier this month, and bugs/typos are common in newly released interactive fictions. But I believe this game will be improved with fixes and overtime updates like all other Choice of Games games. I played the first chapters for free and decided that I like it, and Paid 2.99USD (it was for sale) to play
the remaining chapters, and I say I do not regret it. It's totally worth the few dollars. Overall, it's a very fun interactive fiction with high replay value. I highly recommend it. I suggest at least trying the free chapters and decide for yourself if you like. It is available on STEAM, Apple App Store, Google Play Store, Store, Amazon Appstore. Edit: The last update
fixed most typos and typos. Errors.
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